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in restaurants where they are meant to be sold 
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The Concept

Let’s face it the average restaurant wine buyer, sommelier, importer, or 
wine merchant is spoilt when it comes to the choice of different tastings 
and events that they can attend virtually every day of the year. 

With so much competition for their time, wine bodies, countries, regions and producers 
have to think differently to stand out. 

Which is what The Buyer and Vouvray London Restaurant Tour was all about. Ultimately 
Vouvray’s generic body, the Syndicat des Vignerons de l’AOC Vouvray, wanted the 
opportunity to show as many of its different styles of Vouvray - from sec, demi sec to 
sparkling  - to key influential buyers in the super competitive premium on-trade.

But the challenge for such a well known, traditional region of France is to keep yourself 
fresh, alive and relevant to buyers who may well have an opinion of your wines, they may 
well be listing some now, or have done so in the past, but may not be as up to date with 
what is happening in the region as the generic would like them to be. 

Which is where The Buyer’s Restaurant Tour concept comes into play. The chance for 
like-minded buyers from similar backgrounds to come together and enjoy a very different 
kind of wine tasting experience. 

One that involves getting them fully immersed in the occasion, where there are as many 
taxis, buses, and traffic lights to navigate themselves through as there are flights of wine 
and spittoons.

Most of all it is an opportunity to put yourselves into the shoes of the wine buying public 
and share the experience they have when visiting different types of restaurant and then 
drinking their chosen wine with a wide selection of starters, main courses and desserts.

Yes, we all go out to eat and drink, but rarely when we are professionally assessing the 
wines in front of us. That’s normally done in the confines of a sanitised tasting room. 

The Buyer Restaurant Tour is designed to take you, and your tasting skills, out of your 
comfort zone and taste and drink wine with all the normal noise, distractions and 
atmosphere of a busy London restaurant. 
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How

Getting wine merchants, buyers and sommeliers to come to one trade tasting can be quite 
a challenge, deliberately taking them to three mini tastings in different venues over four 
hours sounds a little foolhardy. Particularly when you do the numbers: eleven buyers, 
three producers, two importers, three restaurants, 20 wines, 11 courses, with taxi rides 
and short walks in between.

To do so requires a wine region or company with the ambition and foresight to take up the 
challenge and create a restaurant tour of their own. Which is very much what Vouvray’s 
generic body, the, Syndicat des Vignerons de l’AOC Vouvray, and its communications 
and marketing partner, Sopexa UK, wanted to do in order to bring a new rejuvenated 
focus on this classic region of the Loire and France as a whole.

The main objective as far as the Syndicat was concerned was to have the opportunity to 
tell its story to leading buyers and influencers in the UK trade as well, crucially, hear their 
thoughts on what possibilities they think there are for Vouvray wines in the premium 
on-trade.

In an environment that would also prove to be a memorable refresher course on Vouvray 
and the wide diversity of its Pineau de la Loire - Chenin Blanc - grape variety that has 
made its home in this classic region. 

Francois Bouteille, head of the Syndicat, said: “We want to be able to demonstrate to you 
how our terroir shows different facets and characteristics of the area. Vouvray was one of 
the first wine regions in France to be recognised as a PDO in 1936. The region itself has 
been making wine since the fourth century.”

It might have a long, highly regarded tradition of making quality, food friendly, restaurant 
wines, but the competition for places on a wine list increases by the year and it is vital that 
even the most rec-ognised and established wine regions find new ways to re-invent and 
re-introduce their wines to key buyers and influencers.

How the tour works: 

• Find three restaurants that would be the kind of venues that would be suitable to serve 
different styles of Vouvray.

• Split the producers and their wines to be tasted up between the three venues providing 
a tasting theme in each one. 

• Which for the Vouvray wine meant sec styles wines in restaurant one, demi sec in 
restaurant two and sparkling and moelleux in restaurant three. 

• Work with each of the restaurants to choose small dishes that will go with the selected 
wines in that venue.
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For the restaurant tour to work it meant bringing together the right group of people, willing and interested in tasting new wines, but, also quite happy to join in, roll up their sleeves and 
literally walk around the streets of London in search of the next wine to taste. If you like to taste your  wine in complete silence then this was not the event for you. So our thanks go to our 
very willing team of buyers who joined the Vouvray tour. They included: 

The Panel

Olivier Gasselin  
Wine manager operations, 
Hakkasan

Harry Crowther  
Restaurant and wine 
consultant 

John Chapman  
Operations director, 
Oxford Wine Company

Andrew Johnson  
Managing director, 
Woodwinters

John Graves  
On-trade channel director, 
Bibendum

Jonathan Kleeman  
Head of refreshment 
Twisted Cellar

Martin Lam  
Restaurant and wine 
consultant

Raul Diaz  
Wine consultant, 
winetraining.co.uk

Joe Wadsack  
Wine consultant and 
broadcaster

Paola Tich  
Founder Vindinista

Jonathan Davey  
Founder of Nekter Wines
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The Producers The Restaurants

To have a successful, time pressured restaurant tour you also need the right outlets to go 
to. So a big thanks must go to the collective teams at our three London restaurant partners 
for making the day go so smoothly: 

Pitt Cue has been on an incredible journey: it came to life as a food truck on London’s 
Southbank, opened its first restaurant in Soho, and now is located in Devonshire Square 
close to Liverpool Street Station. It specialises in wood smoked meats and claims to have 
one of the biggest smokers in London. 

Hawksmoor arguably re-invented the modern steakhouse in London. It hopes to bring 
back to life the spirit of the Beef Steak Clubs that were common in London in the 18th 
Century. It has evolved over the last 10 years to now have eight sites, seven in London, 
one in Manchester and is set to open a landmark site in New York in the coming months. 
It specialises in British grass-fed, dry-aged beef and sustainably sourced seafood.

M Restaurant now has two flagship sites in central London, its first in Threadneedle 
Street in the City and a second close to Victoria Station and a third what it calls its 
neighbourhood Grill concept in Twickenham. M Restaurant specialises in premium 
hospitality, in multi-faceted venues with a focus on meat and wine from five key parts of 
the world: the US, Argentina, South Africa, the UK and Japan. 

Ingrid Petrus  
Domaine Damien Pinon

Thibault Lavergne  
UK agent, of Benoît Gautier Domaine 
de la Châtaigneraie

Arnaud Maltoff  
Sopexa UK 

Francois Bouteille  
Head of the Syndicat des Vignerons de 
l’AOC Vouvray

Guillaume Paris  
Domaine Paris Père et Fils

Alastair Llewellyn-Smith 
of UK importers Thorman 
Hunt of Vigneau Chevreau
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Vouvray: The Region 

Vouvray is France’s home for Chenin Blanc, or Pineau de la Loire as it is known in the 
area. The climatic conditions and terroir of the region make it an ideal area to express 
different styles of Chenin Blanc and it is the only grape variety to be grown in the 
area. Situated in the heart of the Loire Valley it is where the sea and land breezes meet, 
regulated by the influence of the Loire River that runs through the valley of this unique 
vine growing area with mainly clay and limestone soils. Where those vines are situated will 
determine the style of Vouvray that can be made in that area,  with the level of ripeness 
and sugar content in the grapes expressing itself in sec (dry), demi sec (medium dry),  
moelleux (sweet) sparkling wines.

It is thought Pineau de la Loire came to the Loire Valley from central Europe as far back 
as the 4th century when St Martin of Tours, the founder of the Abbey of Marmoutier, 
birthplace of the Vouvray wines, brought the grapes to the area for the first time. It has 
been known as Pineau de la Loire from the 16th century when writer Rabelais wrote “This 
is Pineau wine, O sweet wine, by my soul! It is nothing less than taffeta wine”. 

There are now 150 winegrowers in the region that look to bring their own personality to 
the different styles of Chenin Blanc that can be grown there. One of its key characteristics 
is that it is a late maturing variety with harvesting in Vouvray not taking place until mid-
October, stretching, some years, into mid-November so growers have to work hard to 
ensure the grapes do not succumb to noble rot.

Facts and figures 

• The Vouvray appellation covers 3,000 ha of which 2,200 ha are planted with vines. 
• The regions stretches out from the eastern limits of the city of Tours and covers eight 

villages from the right bank of the Loire river and along its tributary: the Brenne. They 
are the villages of Chançay, Noizay, Reugny, Rochecorbon Tours, Sainte-Radegonde, 
Vernou sur Brenne and Vouvray.

• Annual production is 118,000 hecto litres
• Of which 40% is still and 60% sparkling
• Nine out of 10 bottles of its sparkling wine is sold in France
• Its sparkling yields are 70hl/ha on average
• Two thirds of its still wine production goes to export
• Still wine yields are 52hl/ha
• There are 150 winegrowers. 
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Vouvray styles  

These are the main characteristics of the different styles of Vouvray 

Vouvray Fines Bulles: a delicate sparkling wine with fine bubbles and unique golden 
colour. It has gently fruity, floral aromas and a hint of minerality, reflecting the terroir.

Vouvray Sec: a still wine with a rich aroma of citrus fruits such as clementine, along with 
fresh grapes, pear and almond. 

Vouvray Demi-Sec: A balanced, harmonious wine, a happy counterpoint of sweetness and 
bright acidity. 

Vouvray Moelleux: Thanks to sunny autumn weather theses wines have a sweet nectar 
and great aromatic complexity: apricots, super-ripe quinces, citrus fruits and honey. It is 
famous for its ability to age, sometimes for as long as 100 years.
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The Tour

With a 2pm meet, 2.30pm start it was first a chance for the respective buyers and ‘tourists’ to meet up and 
get to know each other. Fortunately a fair few did all ready and the group was more than ready for the off 
by the time Richard Siddle, The Buyer’s editor-in-chief, kicked off proceedings with a slightly different set 
of instructions for a normal wine tasting. 

Yes, you will all have the chance to taste some wines, but also get your hands dirty by pairing them with all 
sorts of food. But, please, also be ready to pack your bags, put your half finished smoked rib or crab cake 
down, and join the group for the next stage of the tour. Which meant handing out the postcodes of the next 
restaurant venue and the telephone numbers of the group leaders in case anyone gets lost along the way. 
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Wines

Vouvray Sec, Domaine Damien Pinon, Tuffo 2017 
Long fermentation at very low temperatures using native yeasts; weekly batonnage 
(stirring of fine lees).
Importer: The Knotted Vine

Vouvray Sec, Domaine de la Châtaigneraie, Argilex 2017
Direct press followed by cold settling. Fermented in temperature controlled stainless-steel 
tanks, aged on fine lees and bottled in February 2018.
Importer: Wine Story

Vouvray Sec, Vigneau-Chevreau, Silex 2017 
This wine is produced with chenin grapes on clayish silicate soil, hand harvested, this 
wine ferments two months in barrels. It matures in the tank with his fine lees until the 
spring.
Importer: Thorman Hunt 

 
Vouvray Sec, Maison Darragon 2016

Production reasoned, vines planted at 6 600 feet per hectare. Natural grass between the 
rows to promote micro-organisms and the control of yields, Mastery of the vigours, and 
limiting yields for greater maturity and quality of the grapes. Daily tracking fermentation-
control temperatures at 16° C. 
Importer: Gerrard Seel

 
 

Vouvray Sec, Bernard Fouquet, Le Petit Clos 2016 

Clay-limestone soil. Fermentation and ageing in thermo-regulated vats.
Importer: Charles Sydney Wines

The Dishes

These wines were paired with:
Caramel Ribs
Mangalitza sausage sliders
Asian style hake
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favour the soil’s microbial life by adding organic matter on some plots of land. In spring, 
unwanted vine-shoots and extra-buds are removed with the aim of controlling the yield.
Importer: Mumble Fine Wines and Naked Wines 

Dishes

Goat’s cheese and pea tart
Crab on toast 
Old Spot pork belly skewer 
Lobster rolls It was then off to the other side of Liverpool Street Station and either a quick walk or a 

short taxi ride to Hawksmoor’s impressive venue in the heart of the City. Here it was the 
time to turn the attention mainly to the demi sec wine styles from Vouvray with five wines 
chosen to demonstrate the diversity of the region. 

The Wines 

Vouvray Sec, Domaine Paris Père et Fils 2017 
Reasoned culture, organic fertilization and green manure only
Importer: Pierre Hourlier Wines

Vouvray Demi Sec, Domaine de la Châtaigneraie, St Georges 2016
Fermented in temperature-controlled stainless-steel tanks, aged on fine lees for 7 months 
and bottled in April to retain freshness and a natural flavour.
Importer: Wine Story 

Vouvray Demi Sec, Chateau Moncontour, 2017
Slow pressing at low pressure. Must selection during pressing phase. Fermentation in tanks 
with temperature control (17°-18° Celcius) during one month. We stop the fermentation 
in order to keep the best balance between the acidity and the residual sugar. 
Importer: Marks & Spencer 

Vouvray Demi Sec, Domaine Sylvain Gaudron, Les Pierres Rousses 2014
Reasoned culture, organic fertilization, grass cover
Importer: Stone Vine & Sun

Vouvray Demi Sec, Alain Robert et Fils, Les Jours Heureux, 2013
Grass ground covering is grown between the vines in the entire vineyard. In autumn, we 
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It was over four years ago when Martin Williams opened the first venue in his growing M 
Restaurant group. An ambitious project that looked to combine all aspects of premium 
hospitality with fine, but relaxed dining, a premium cocktail bar, a private members club 
and a number of corporate function rooms for exclusive lunches and dinners. 

It proved the ideal venue for our last stop of the tour, another short walk through the 
City from Guildhall. Here our attention turned to what Vouvray can offer in terms of 
sparkling and sweet wines. 

The Wines

Vouvray Fines Bulles, Domaine de la Châtaigneraie, Bubble’s Kiss
Importer: Wine Story 

Vouvray Fines Bulles Brut, Domaine de Beaumont
Organic farming and biodynamy. Works of soils and vineyards done according to the 
lunar calendar. Soil tillage made with horse. No chemical inputs used. 
Importer: ABS Wine Agencies 

Vouvray Fines Bulles Brut, Domaine Champalou 
Harvest of the grapes at a good maturity, early in the morning to help retain the quality 
of the fruit as much as possible. The must is fermented in stainless-steel tanks. The wine 
then ages on its lees prior to bottling. 
Importer: Drinks Direct
 

Vouvray Fines Bulles, Jean-Claude et Didier Aubert, Méthode Traditionnelle Réserve
Traditional vinification of a base wine with temperature control of alcoholic fermentation 
followed by elaboration according to the champenoise method. 
Importer: Yapp Brothers

The Dishes 

Kingfish Sashimi
Baked Cheese Cake (strawberries/crumble)
Red Velvet Espuma cake, cream cheese, texture of raspberries
Snickers with chocolate, milk biscuit, nougat, caramelised peanuts 
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What the buyers’ said

The key points from the debate and the tour included the following: 

• The restaurant tour was agreed by all the panel as a good, bright, new and refreshing 
way for them to explore the Vouvray wine region, but also put it in context with the 
kind of food styles and restaurants where it can be bought  

• Key strengths for Vouvray are the wide range of styles and the diversity to be found in 
its sec, demi-sec and moelleux sparkling wines. 

• These are also reflected in the price points with plenty of options for buyers in the key 
commercial, value and premium price points. 

• The sec wines in particular stood out for many in the panel, particularly how they 
paired with the food and showed how they can be a good partner for dishes that you 
would normally associate with meat and red wines. 

• The demi-sec wines that both expressed the sweet and sour characteristics of the food 
dishes were the ones that really stood out.  

• The diversity was also as a potential challenge in presenting a focused message to con-
sumers and the trade about what the typical Vouvray style is. 

But 

• The panel felt the sparkling wines would have more of a challenge in standing out 
against the competition. 

• The buyers were united in the enormous opportunity that Vouvray has to push its 
Chenin Blanc credentials and ride on the back of increased demand and interest in 
Chenin Blanc.  
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Debate Summary

Great format 

For restaurant, food and wine consultant, Martin Lam, the event was the perfect 
combination of a “fun and educational afternoon in good company”.  Olivier Gasselin at 
Hakkasan, who actually comes from the Vouvray region, agreed: “The tasting was really 
good in terms of variety of styles shown, and it was also a good opportunity to try some 
concepts I had never been to before. Particularly Pitt Cue. I would certainly like to do 
another event and hope there are more gatherings like this in future.”

Raul Diaz added: “The fact that you are visiting three places, it makes the entire experience 
lighter, more creative, more interactive. It was spot on. When is the next one?”

Paola Tich said: “I like the format - I would do it again. It was also a nice social way of 
tasting the different styles. I think Pitt Cue worked the best in terms of the wine and food 
pairings and perhaps the food at Hawksmoor was better suited to the dry Vouvrays?”

Jonathan Kleeman said he “enjoyed it as the change in space gets you to mingle and talk 
more to other people rather than the few you know or are sat next to. It’s also good for 
focusing in on the different styles of wines.” He was not alone in saying the stand out food 
and wine pairing was the caramel ribs at Pitt Cue with the sec wines.

A good refresher 

Andrew Johnson at Woodwinters found it “was a great refresher course in the wines of 
Vouvray, which do deserve to be better represented”. “I think the format works well 
and added a nice casual and fun feel to the day,” he added. “It’s something I would be 
more than happy to go to again. Before the day and, although having been the agent for 
Domaine Huet, my overall knowledge of Vouvray and other producers was patchy. I have 
always been a fan of Loire Chenin, but Vouvray has, for me, always been seen as a niche 
market. They are definitely a hand sell.”

Harry Crowther said it was a good opportunity to taste a wide selection of younger 
Vovuray wines. “For me it has always been a little bit of an indifferent region. I have had 
the pleasure of tasting back vintages of Vouvray to my delight. But I’ve always considered 
them to be wines I wouldn’t go near unless they had about five years of age.” 

As for the wines Gasselin added: “There is a real opportunity in terms of their food and wine 
friendliness, their longevity and minerality, to challenge some of the world’s great whites. 
As I am from the region I know a lot of talents are bringing new ideas and new styles, 
particularly some great dry styles. But equally some have a lack of focus and are not made 
in clean condition making them taste austere and stinky.”

Overall he “thought the sec samples were showing well, particularly the first two” from 
Domaine Damien Pinon, Tuffo 2017 and Domaine de la Châtaigneraie, Argilex 2017. Of 
which the Damien Pinon was his wine of the day - “extremely focused, ripe and mineral” 
-  which he felt reflected what “younger winemakers are dong with modern techniques to 
develop superb wines”.
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Guillaume Paris of Domaine Paris Père et Fils, that is focused on organic farming on 
its 12 hectares of vines, says its dry styles of wine are made to share with food and are 
particularly suitable for seafood and often drunk as an aperitif. 

Johnson said that overall Vouvray sec wines “are easier to sell”. 

Demi-sec opportunities 

Crowther also looked at the “development” opportunities of the demi-sec wines tasted at 
Hawksmoor, particularly the Domaine Sylvain Gaudron, Les Pierres Rousses 2014 and 
Alain Robert et Fils, Les Jours Heureux, 2013. “There was evolved notes of lanolin and 
beeswax, particularly for the Gaudron with a precision and focus - good kit!”

For Wadsack the demi-sec wines tasted at Hawksmoor that worked particularly well were 
the ones that “get that balance between sweet and sour - that is the perfect place for demi 
sec”. 

“I agree,” said Crowther, “they are more direct, with a lot more citrus.” The panel were 
also widely agreed that the Domaine Sylvain Gaudron, Les Pierres Rousses 2014 had the 
“right acidity and freshness to bring the wine alive”. “It’s delicious,” added Tich. “There is 
that purity there, its textured and balanced. This is the one to have with spicy food like a 
posh Thai takeaway. It would also work well with chicken tikka.”

Sec stands out 

Of the three stops the Pitt Cue dishes appeared to hit home as the best food pairings across 
the panel. Which considering the richness, and strong meat flavours was a surprise as they 
worked so well with the sec wines, is how Andrew Johnson at Woodwinters summed up 
the tasting. 

Harry Crowther agreed that the first two wines at Pitt Cue, the Damien Pinon and the 
Domaine de la Châtaigneraie, were his two standout wines. “I found them to be the most 
harmonious from the secs. Many others preferred the Silex and the Fouquet,  but I found 
these to be a little too citrus driven for my liking.The first two were a better balance of 
weight and power.”

John Graves at Bibendum also saw great potential in the Damien Pinon style. “That dry 
style of Vouvray was both successful with the food and could easily be seen as an aperitif 
style wine. It’s very much on the money stylistically and something I could see doing very 
well with the right distribution and message.”

The buyers’ comments were clearly good to hear from Ingrid Petrus of Domaine Damien 
Pinon who said she was delighted to be able to show what the family has been able to 
produce in the region and from their 29 hectares which her father has been in charge of 
since 2006. “The idea is to produce a very fruity and dry style, with natural yeasts, so we 
have an easy drinking Chenin Blanc,” she explained. “We want the grapes to be ripe, but 
still have that balance between acidity, maturity and roundness on the palate.”

Joe Wadsack said the Domaine Damien and Domaine de la Châtaigneraie were the ideal 
wines to pair with the richness of Pitt Cue’s caramel rib. “You’ve got that great acidity that 
helps bring out the chilli, smokiness and sugar in the ribs, and then you have that length 
in the wine. It’s a great pairing,” he said. “It’s also a good argument to show that white 
wine can go with meat.”

“Exceptional,” added Diaz. “Yes, it’s all about the acidity in the wine.”  

“The ribs and wine pairing was a revelation,” added Johnson. 

He also loved the “clean, freshness” of the Maison Darragon 2016 and again found it to 
be an ideal match for Pitt Cue’s dishes. 
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Martin Lam was particularly impressed by the Chateau Moncontour, 2017 demi-sec and 
thought a lot of the producers in the region “would like to make a wine like this” and he 
could see it ageing for a “good 20 to 25 years”. “It’s got that nice balance between acidity 
and natural sugars, a nice wine for an afternoon, and a good partner for both fish and red 
meat or goat cheese.”

“It has that sweet and sour characteristics right down the middle,” added Wadsack. “Demi 
sec also goes really well with chips,” added Graves. 

Gasselin felt the demi-sec wines really stand out with food and that was the way to 
approach them with consumers. “I particularly like them with foie gras, but not pan 
fried.”

Sparkling challenge

With so much competition in the still growing sparkling category the panel were less up 
beat about the opportunities for sparkling wine from Vouvray in the UK, which might 
be why 90% of its production is consumed within France. What sparkling we do see is 
guaranteed to have a minimum 12 months of ageing, which results in fine bubbles, said 
Francois Bouteille of the Syndicat.

Paola Tich, for example, was not sure the pricing levels would be that attractive for 
independent merchants.”I think they are more a restaurant sell where you can match by 
the glass, but they could be a nice alternative to Cremants.”

She added: “I do sell a sparkling Vouvray - Breton La Dilettante - which also did well 
when it was by the glass and I think it appeals to people who want to upgrade from 
Prosecco. It’s not trying to be like a Champagne and the fruitiness of the Chenin shines 
through. It is over £20, so sells more slowly on the shelf. A sparkling Vouvray under £20 
would be ideal, but not so easy to find for independents.”

John Graves at Bibendum was also less confident about the sparkling wines tasted. “They 
lacked definition and character in my opinion. I am not sure where you would put them 
on a list.”

The Champalou was the sparkling style that stood out for the panel and the one that 
Gasselin said was the most typical style from the region. “Of the sparkling the Champalou 

was the clear winner. It is classic sparkling, delicious, fresh and what we drink at home in 
the Loire,” he said.

“The Champalou was the one that said Vouvray to me,” agreed Tich, but preferred the 
“Larmes d’Automne the most”. 

Wadsack agreed that the Champalou “was the outstanding” wine from the sparkling 
selection and gives as “much value for money” as he could think of. “It’s an unsung hero 
from France.”

Johnson said the sparkling category was a difficult one for Vouvray to break into and felt 
the styles tasted “were a little disjointed” compared to its still wines, some of which are 
“world class”. “We buy lots of Prosecco because it is cheap, but in the main we are quite 
conservative when it comes to sparkling wine.”

John Chapman at Oxford Wine Company was not sure if a “Chenin sparkling muddled 
the message” too much. Diaz liked the “personality” of the Domaine de la Châtaigneraie 
the most.
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“I would suggest making sec the standard Vouvray white and then give more distinctive 
names to the other two then market them this way. Names should be simple and hold 
some history if possible. Then within these styles try to find a classic common style to 
really concentrate on, which would then leave room for the more fringe styles to show 
how different they are. As marketing people would say, Vouvray needs to find its tone of 
voice.”  

Harry Crowther agreed: “Vouvray needs to create a sense of identity for the region. It 
needs to nail its colours to a stylistic mast.”

Crowther also believes producers need to focus in on the styles that are going to appeal to 
a wider, more casual audience, particularly with the sec wines. “There were good examples 
of younger winemakers ticking the box that the casual drinking area wants to drink, 
which is a balance between the more unctuous styles and the linear pithy approach,” 
he said pointing to the first two wines in the sec tasting at Pitt Cue - Domaine Damien 
Pinon and Domaine de la Châtaigneraie, Argilex 2017. 

“Sustain that given style over a period of time that the market can begin to relate to, then 
(re)introduce other (more playful) styles. Then add some more meat to the bone.”

Tich, though, did add that “having not just one route to market” could help Vouvray in 
that “there is not just one consumer”. 

Getting the right price 

Gasselin thought sec wines at £10-£15 trade price a bottle have a strong opportunity in 
the on-trade, demi sec at £15-£25 and sparkling wines under £20. Hakkasan is currently 
listing one Vouvray wine from Pierre Breton La Dilettante, and “sometimes buys parcels 
of Huet Demi-Sec, but they have become pricey”.

Diaz recommended similar prices at £10-£12 for sec, £10-£15 for demi sec and £15 to 
£18 for sparkling. Paolo Tich at Park + Bridge thinks the £14 to £18 price point is about 
right for sec and demi-sec wines.

Jonathan Kleeman believed its sec wines “can really dominate in the £15-£20 area as 
it’s an easy spend for people looking for quality but are open to new wines”.  “Sparkling 
needs to be under £30 to be a cheaper option to Champagne and English fizz. It would 
be a great option for people who trust the French brand over others, but are looking for 
a bargain.”

Harry Crowther would be looking to buy sec at £12-15 (cost), but “£7-12 if they are going 
to crack the wider market”. “Sparkling needs to sit between Prosecco and Champagne, 
so around £10.”

Versatility: good and bad

Kleeman says the region’s versatility is both a positive in terms of the enormous choice of 
wines that buyers can look at, but also means it is hard to pin down what exactly Vouvray 
and its various sec, demi sec and sparkling styles are. Or as Graves put it: “The wines were 
good, the message confused. I would like to see far more emphasis, for our market, on the 
drier more contemporary styles, and some clear and defined marketing strategy. I’d also 
suggest they use specialists in the UK market to get their message across.”

Kleeman added: “The general public does not know what Vouvray is or that it is made 
from Chenin Blanc. Identity is certainly an issue as it does not have a distinctive style and 
I think this is a big weakness. It needs to separate the sec, demi-sec and sparkling more. 

“The key is to try and introduce the new and young wine drinkers to Vouvray, and get 
behind some of their top producers so that they can put them up there with great Sancerre 
and Pouilly Fumé producers. I would encourage them to shout about the Chenin Blanc 
grape variety and start putting it on wine labels.
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Diaz said there is certainly potential, but the area also needs to look at the areas where 
it can improve: “I think that if they want to showcase a fruitier, more modern style and 
change the labels they can get quick wins.”

The Chenin Blanc opportunity 

As for how you bring Vouvray to a bigger audience Johnson believes it needs to be pushing 
the Chenin Blanc message more. “There is an opportunity to still fly the Vouvray flag, but 
perhaps to do so by piggy backing on the brand of Chenin Blanc. It gives the consumer 
the chance to recognise something familiar. Regionality is always going to be important 
for the high involvement consumer and quality producers but something more generic 
like Chenin Blanc could work to bring in more general consumers. In five years time 
Chenin Blanc might have more resonance with consumers than Vouvray.”

Graves agreed: “Vouvray has been a pretty well kept secret as long as I can remember, 
and I would imagine something rarely sold from a generalist wine list. Chenin as a grape 
variety appears stuck in a void between entry point commercial South African wines and 
more experimental, (mainly New World), styles generally left to their own devices and 
with varying degrees of success”

Jonathan Davey at Nekter Wines added: “I think Jonny’s point around the challenge of 
diversity is really well made, and the argument to use the South African penchant for 
Chenin as a route to market convincing.

“I work with three minimal intervention Chenins from South Africa–Swartland, 
Stellenbosch Old Vine, Elgin.  The Elgin cool climate wine was most similar to the 
Vouvray variety, with the minerality of the Bernard Fouquet, Le Petit Clos 2016 as being 
the closest match in terms of style.  My recommendation to bridge the gap would be to 
find a similar cross over to a South African wine already in stock and well received, then 
position the Vouvray as the more sophisticated option thereof.”

Wadsack could not have agreed more. “In the 90’s people could not run away from Chenin 
Blanc fast enough. But South Africa has changed all that and have done wonders for 
Chenin overall. People who are coming into wine for the first time are growing up with 
South African Chenin, so what an opportunity to then say you can also drink Chenin 
from the most exciting terroir for it in France. The terroir is the story and people are ready 
for that message now. There’s never been a better time for Chenin Blanc.”

Kleeman said Vouvray could follow the success that Rioja has by putting its efforts behind 
a key promotional period.  “It could team up with restaurants and wine merchants and 
push Vouvray for a month. Look at what Rioja has done over the last few years. It’s all 
about getting the ‘sellers’ excited about it.”
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A hands sell

Overall Tich sees Vouvray as a “handsell, where you can help consumers understand what 
style they’re getting”. “I’d pitch the dry ones to customers who like good South African 
Chenins - I’m already doing that with another Loire Chenin. The demi-secs are the food 
pitch - try them with spicy food.The challenge is to move them from being ‘nice to have’ 
on a list.”

Lam said he would be more likely to list a sec wine for a wine list, but the demi-secs were 
certainly a good option for Asian and fusion cuisines. 

Jonathan Davey at Nekter Wines found the wines, in general, “were very good – with a 
definite personal preference for the sec”. “I would expect to find it harder to be selling 
demi-sec into the trade, and that probably works as a decent proxy for understanding how 
people are likely to relate to the wines.”

Gasselin thought overall he would see more variety in the styles being shown, with a 
clearer split between the more modern and traditional styles. “The most traditional wines 
were wet at best, which can represent what you see in parts of Vouvray and its satellite 
villages.”

Graves said it is easy to see why Vouvray is so loved by sommeliers as it gives them so many 
different styles to offer, but that is not always good for the “confused” end consumer. 
Gasselin agreed saying it was important for sommeliers to take the time to explain what 
the wines are as it is not an “easy appellation for the consumer to understand”. 

Wadsack said based on the tasting the opportunity was certainly there for Vouvray to 
reclaim its crown as a “must have” on a wine list as the quality appears to be well and 
truly back.  

“There is absolutely no problem with the quality,” agreed Kleeman. “It’s really exciting for 
wine lovers out there as there are so many different, interesting wines to look at, like the 
demi sec which would be ideal for Asian cuisine.” 

The key, concluded Wadsack, was to sell good aged Vouvrays. “Typically Vouvrays are 
drunk young, but if you can get try older ones it’s like opening the cupboard to Narnia - 
it’s going to take you somewhere.”  
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What surprised you the most about what they said?
It was mainly the food and wine pairings that surprised us and how well participants 
thought our wines paired with foods traditionally served with red wines. And we weren’t 
expecting everyone to be unanimous about sugar levels – that they should be shown on 
bottle labels, by vintage, to help distinguish between sweet, demi-sec and dry. 

What pleased you the most about what they said?
There were a lot of positives, not least that our guests really enjoyed the restaurants we’d 
chosen for our tasting. The participants were very open about their needs, and we’re 
happy to now be in a position where we can go back to our winegrowers in France and 
pass on what we’ve learned, providing them with information and solutions to help them 
fine-tune the ranges they offer. They, in turn, can keep the distributors better informed. 
It’s all been a huge asset for our winegrowers. All in all, it’s been a very positive exercise. 
Every discussion, in every restaurant, brought something new and constructive to the 
table; and our participants have learned to look at Vouvray wines from a different angle. 

Based on the tour and the buyers, has it changed the way you think about 
the UK market?
The UK market is highly segmented, but it’s stable. There is still plenty of market share 
we could gain, which we could then develop over time. The market is constantly evolving, 
and any new products should have little trouble finding their niche. We’ve also found that 
if you want to build up a name for yourself on the UK market, the quality of wine you 
offer is a major consideration. On the downside though, things don’t look too promising 
for Vouvray sparkling wines at the moment. 

Which of your wines do you think are best suited to the UK market? 
Still wines, without a doubt. Especially dry ones. There’s clearly a strong demand outside 
London. 

Which price points do you think will work well in the UK?
It seems that consumers are willing to spend around £12 - £20.

What are the next action points for you to take in the UK market?
We need to look at back-label design, to make sure it gives the information our UK 
customers want. Distributors could also benefit from having a bit more information from 
us. And as I’ve said before, one of the key points to consider is displaying sugar-content 
information more prominently on the labels.

Francois Bouteille, head of, Syndicat des Vignerons de 
l’AOC Vouvray

Why did you want to organise the restaurant tour 
with UK buyers? 

One of the key reasons any business wants to meet buyers is to promote its products, so 
of course we were keen to ensure our buyers knew all about our still wines. But equally, 
it’s important for us to learn about the market in more detail, and key buyers and 
influencers are the perfect people to teach us. We wanted this to be a two-way discussion, 
so we could get practical feedback on the type of strategy we need to adopt in the UK.  

One of the interesting things we learned was that the sparkling market isn’t quite ready 
for Vouvray, and this sort of professional informed opinion helps us to see the growth 
potential for our wines. 

What were the key areas you wanted to understand more about the UK 
market?
First and foremost, we wanted to understand how much growth potential our still wine 
has in the UK, and then to look at the potential for other Vouvray categories. We felt that 
if we could get an insight into how UK buyers choose which wines to list, we could ensure 
we have the right tools and strategies to help it happen. It’s essential, too, that we identify 
the right distribution channels for our products – how we reach our end customers is 
pivotal. And finally, we wanted to know how best to present our range – the sweet, demi-
sec and dry wines – how to help our customers decide what they want and to point them 
in the right direction. 

What did you think of the tour/the opportunity to meet buyers in that way?
The tour went well; the format worked just the way we had planned, and the locations 
we’d chosen for our buyer meeting were absolutely perfect. The participants themselves 
were focused and very professional. There was a nicely varied cross-section of participants, 
and between them they had an impressive range of international experience.  

What did you discover most about the buyers’ attitudes towards Vouvray?
Mostly, they were surprised by the variations you can get from just one grape variety and 
one colour of wine. In many cases too, they hadn’t realised how the geological makeup of 
the soil could have so much impact, or how vineyard management techniques (pruning 
styles, cover-cropping etc) could completely change a wine’s profile. Overall, we found 
they were very happy with the quality of our wines, especially the dry wines. 
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